Milestone 3 - Completion of Usability Workshops in target countries.

For this milestone we were going to do user tests with volunteers in Brazil, India, Colombia as well as with immigrant communities in the U.S.

Our trainings in Colombia and Brazil unfortunate didn’t manage to happen, the one in Colombia could not take place because of changes in the schedule, the Brazilian also had to be canceled because of schedules problems.

But we managed to compensate that by increasing the number of users participating at our training in India, which has 12 users. We also manage to do tests with 2 users in the U.S. as well. We are very excited with the work ahead on analysing the reports submitted with the users responses to our questions.

Here is a sample of one of our tests reports that we received:

---

1 [https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aE1txcRdJ9u5Der2-k9i-eq8mzvyPyAdmrPGlVKyPxo/edit](https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aE1txcRdJ9u5Der2-k9i-eq8mzvyPyAdmrPGlVKyPxo/edit)
We have collected forms like these ones, as well as audio of the interview with the users, recorded with their consent. For the next and final milestone we will go through these 14 tests reports and build a feedback report as well as considerations for the developers to use to improve the user experience with the slider.